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ALRIGHT, LET’S LIGHT IT UP!
At LIT/STHLM you can create your individual and unique piece of 
LED NEON art with our simple step by step quotation form.
Here is how it works and what we need from you guys:

First and foremost, we need your contact information.  
After that, we need you to pick a font and let us know what the sign 
should say. If you have a sketch, logo or even just an inspo pic that 
you want to use, just click the “attach image” to place a small image 
in the document, instead of typing the words. You can also attach a 
file when you e-mail the PDF. 
We will be able to transform pretty much whatever design you wish 
for into an awesome neon sign (cool, right?). 

When that’s all done, select the colors of the neon and choose how 

ORDER FORM

YOUR DETAILS
Name

THE SIGN
Text on sign

Neon Color Backboard shape 
Acrylic (Plexi)

Whole board

Cut the letter

Cut the shape

Mounting Wall mount

Hanging wire

Other font

Be Nice

Be Nice

Be Nice

Delivery time Express 2-3 weeks

Standard 4-6 weeks

Phone: +46 (0)70 440 19 87   I   E-mail: sales@litsthlm.com   I   Instagram: litsthlm   I   www.litsthlm.com

Notes

Text Font Source Sans Pro

Angelface
Moon Flower Regular

Hilton

you prefer the plexiglass (acrylic) backboard to be cut: whole board, cut 
the letters, or cut the shape. Mark what mounting you would like to have: 
screws for wall mount, or wire for hanging and finally decide what  
dimensions you would like the sign to be by using height x width in  
centimeters.

If you have any questions, comments, or specific details, please share 
them with us under the “Notes” section.

Lastly, let us know how urgent your order is by selection Express or  
Standard shipping. Once you’ve followed these steps, please save the 
pdf-file to your computer and send it to us at sales@litsthlm.com  
We´ll get back to you asap with a price quotation and mockup image of 
the sign for you to confirm.
 AND THAT’S IT; IT´S LIT!!

Click to attach 
image

Image

Dimensions cm  (H X W)
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